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SAMOSTALNIKI PRIDEVNIKI

(dis)appearance apparent
(dis)approval (dis)approving
abbreavation abbreviate

ability able
abolition
absence absent

acceleration
acceptance (un)acceptable
accuracy (in)accurate

accusation
achievement, achiever

acquisition
action, actor (in)active

addiction
addition additional

admiration, admirer admirable
admission (in)admissible

admittance
adventure adventurous

advertisement advertising
adviser/advisor, advice (in)advisable, advisory

affection affectionate
agreement (dis)agreeable

alcohol alcoholic
alphabet alphabetical
alteration
ambition ambitious

analysis, analyst analytical
anger angry

announcement
annoyance

anxiety anxious
apology

appearance
applause

application, applicant (in)applicable
appointment

approval
argument

arrangement
arrival

arrogance arrogant
ascent

assistant, assistance -
astonishment astonishing/-ed
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attendance
attraction (un)attractive
avoidance
awareness
baldness bald
behaviour

blood bloody
bluntness blunt
boredom boring
breakage breakable
brevity brief

brilliance brilliant
brutality brutal

burial
cancellation
cancellation

care careful
caution cautious

censorship
certainty certain
choice choosy

Christianity Christian
circle circular
clarity clear
clerk clerical

climate climatic
closure

coincidence
collection, collector collective

collision
combination

comfort (un)comfortable
commerce commercial

communication (un)communicative, communicable
comparison (in)comparable

competition, competitor competitive
complaint

computerisation
conclusion (in)conclusive
confession
confidence confident

confirmation (un)confirmed
confusion
conquest

conspiracy
construction, constructor constructive

consumption
contentment, content content
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continuation
contradiction contradictory

contribution, contributor contributory
convenience (in)convenient

cooperation, cooperative (un)cooperative
correspondence

courage courageous
courtesy courteous

cowardice cowardly
creation
criticism critical
cruelty cruel
cure (in)curable

curiosity curious
danger dangerous

darkness dark
day daily

deafness deafening
death dead

deception deceptive
decision (in)decisive

defence, defender (in)defensive
definition (un)defined, indefinable, definitive, (in)definite
delight delightful
delivery

democracy democratic
demonstration

denial
dependence, dependant (in)dependent

depth deep
descent

description descriptive
desire (un)desirable

destruction
detention

deterioration
development, developer

diagnosis
difference (in)different
difficulty difficult
direction

disappointment
disaster disastrous

discovery
discussion
dismissal
distance distant

disturbance
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division
donation

doubt doubtful
drama dramatic
ease easy

economy, economist, economics (un)economic, (un)economical
education educational

effect effective
efficiency efficient
election
elegance elegant
element elementary

embarrassment embarrassing\-ed
emigration

emotion emotional
emphasis

employment, employer, employee (un)employed
enclosure

encouragement
endurance

energy energetic
enjoyment enjoyable

enlargement
enquiry

entertainment, entertainer entertaining
entrance

envy envious
equality equal

error
exaggeration
examination
excellence excellent
excitement exiting
existence
expansion

expectation expected
expense (in)expensive
expiry

explanation (in)explicable
exploration
explosion
extension

failure
fairness fair

fame famous
fashion fashionable
fatness fat(ening)
fluency fluent
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fondness fond
foolishness foolish

forgery
forgetfulness (un)forgettable, forgetful

formality (in)formal
foundation
freedom free

frequency (in)frequent
friendliness, friend friendly

fury furious
gaiety gay

generosity generous
ghost ghostly
glory glorious

government, governor governing
grammar grammatical

grass grassy
gratitude grateful
growth

guilt guilty
happiness happy

hatred
health healthy
heat hot

height high
help (un)helpful

heroism heroic
hesitation
holiness holy

hope hopeless
horror horrible
hour hourly

humour humorous
hunger hungry

hypnosis
hypocrisy hypocritical

identity, identification (un)identified, (un)identifiable, identical
illness ill

illustrator, illustration illustrated, illustrative
imagination (un)imaginable, imaginary, (un)imaginative

imitation
immigration
importance (un)important
impression (un)impressed, impressionable, (un)impressive

imprisonment
improvement improving

inclusion
independence independent
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industry industrious
infection infectious
influence influential

information
injury

innocence innocent
insistence
insurance

intelligence (un)intelligent
intention intentional

interference
interpretation
interrogation
interruption
introduction

invasion
invention, inventor inventive

investigation
invitation
jealousy jealous
kindness kind

knowledge knowledgeable
law, lawyer lawful

laziness lazy
leader leading

leakage
legend legendary
length long
licence

life, living, livelihood alive, live, lively, living
likelihood likely
literature literary
location locate

loneliness lonely
loss

loveliness lovely
loyalty loyal

luck lucky
luxury luxurious

madness mad
maintenance

management, manager managing
marriage

measurement measuring
medicine medical
memory memorable, memorial
miracle miraculous
mixture
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modernisation
mountain mountainous

movement moving
muscle muscular
music musical

mystery mysterious
nation national

naughtiness naughty
neatness neat
necessity necessary

need needless
nervousness, nerves nervous

neutrality neutral
non-believer, (dis)belief (un)believable

notice noticeable
number numerous

obedience (dis)obedient
obstinacy obstinate
occasion occasional

occupation occupant
offence, offender (in)offensive

operation, operator (in)operative
opposition

origin original
paralysis
passage
patience (im)patient
payment payable

peace peaceful
perfection perfect

performance, performer performing
permission permissible
personality (im)peronal
persuasion

photography, photographer photographic
pleasure (un)pleasant
poetry poetic
poison poisonous

politeness polite
politics political

popularity popular
possession, possessor possessive

postage
postpoment

poverty poor
practice practical
prayer

prediction
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preference
preparation
presence present
pretence

prevention preventive
pride proud

privacy private
production, producer (un)productive

profession professional
proficiency proficient

profit profitable
pronunciation

proof
prophecy

proposer, proposal, proposition proposed
prosperity

protection, protector protective
psychology psychological
publication

punctuality, punctuation punctual
punishment punishing

pursuit
qualification

quietness quiet
rain rainy

reaction
reality, realist, realism real, (un)realistic

reception
recognition
recovery
reduction

redundancy redundant
reference

refusal
rehearsal
relaxation
relevance relevant

relief
religion religious

reluctance reluct
reminder
removal
renewal

repetition
replacement
resemblance
reservation

residence, resident residential
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resignation
resistance

respect respectable
response

restoration
retirement retired

revision
revolution
ripeness ripe
robbery
royalty royal

rudeness rude
ruin

safety safe
sale
salt salty

satire satiric
satisfaction

school scholarly
science, scientist scientific

security secure
seizure

selection
selfishness selfish
sensation

seriousness serious
service

settlement
shame ashamed

sharpness sharp
shortness, shortage short

shot
shrinkage
shyness shy

signature
significance (in)significant
significance significant

silence silent
similarity similar
simplicity simple

skill skilful, skilled
socialism, socialist socialistic

solution (in)soluble
splendour splendid
stoppage
strength strong
stupidity stupid
suburb suburban
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success (un)successful
suggestion

surprise surprising
survival

suspicion suspicious
sweetness sweet
sympathy sympathetic

taste tasteful
temptation
tendency
tension tense
terror terrible

theatre theatrical
thirst thirsty

thought thoughtless
threat threathing

tidiness tidy
tradition traditionaLLy
tragedy tragic

trainee, trainer
translation, translator

treatment
trial

triangle triangular
triumph triumphant
trouble troublesome
trust trusted,trustworthy
truth true, truthful 

ugliness ugly
urgency urgent
usage useful

vacancy vacant
value valuable
vanity vain

variety, variation, variability various, varied, (in)variable
victory victorious

violence violent
warmth warm
water watery

weakness weak
wealth wealthy
week weekly

weight weighty
width wide

wisdom wise
wreckage

year yearly
younght ? young
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adjustable
appreciative

bright
broad

changeable
deterrent

flat
general
harden

informative
intense

introductory
large
less
light
loose

observant
obstructive
protective

quarrelsome
quiet

readable
regrettable

straight
suitable

summary
talkative

tight
worse
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GLAGOLI POMEN

(dis)appear
(dis)approve
abbreviate skrajšati

abolish ukinitev

accelerate pospeševanje
accept

accuse
achieve
acquire pridobitev

act
addict
add

admire

admit

advertise
advise

agree

alter

analyse

announce
annoy

- zaskrbljenost
apologize

(dis)appear
applaud
apply

appoint
(dis)approve

argue
arrange
arrive

ascend vzpon
assist

astonish
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attend

avoid
aware

(mis)behave
bleed

odkritost

break

bury
cancel
cancel
care

censor cenzura

choose

clarify
duhovnik

close
coincide
collect
collide trčenje

combine

communicate
compare
compete
complain

computerise
conclude
confess

confirm
confuse
conquer
conspire zarota
construct
consume poraba
contain zadovoljstvo
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continue
contradict protislovje
contribute prispevek

cooperate
correspond dopisovanje

vljudnost

create
critisize

cure

darken

deaf
die

deceive prevara
decide
defend
define

radost
deliver

demonstrate
deny

depend
deepen
descend
describe
desire

destroy
detain pripor

deteriorate poslabšabšanje
develop
diagnose

differ

direct
disappoint

discover
discuss
dismiss

disturb
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divide delitev
donate
doubt

economise
educate

elect

embarrass
emigrate

emphasize zanos, poudarek
employ
enclose

encourage
endure trajnost

enjoy
enlarge
enquire povpraševanje

entertain
enter

err
exaggerate

examine

excite
exist

expand
expect

expire
explain
explore
explode
extend

fail

fatten
gladkost
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nagnenje

forge ponaredek
forget

found

pogostost

vesel

govern

grow

hate

heighten
help

hesitate obotavljanje

hope
horrify

hypnotize
hinavščina

identify

illustrate
imagine
imitate

immigrate

impress
imprison
improve
include
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(mis)inform
injure

nedolžnost
insist
insure

interfere
interpret

interrogate
interrupt
introduce

invade
invent

investigate
invite

know

lead
leak

lengthen
license

live

lose

madden
maintain vzdrževanje
manage
marry

measure

memorise

mix
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modernise

move

(dis)believe
notice

(dis)obey
trma

occupy
offend

operate
oppose

izvor
paralyse

pass

pay

perform
permit

personalize
persuade prigovarjanje

please

possess
post

postpone

practise
pray

predict
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prefer
prepare

pretend
prevent

produce

pronounce
prove

prophesy
propose
prosper
protect

publish
punctuate

punish
pursue zasledovanje
qualify
quieten

react
-

receive
recognise
recover
reduce

refer
refuse

rehearse
relax

relieve

odpor
remind
remove
renew
repeat
replace

resemble
reserve
reside
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resign
resist

respect
respond
restore
retire
revise ponovni progled
revolt
ripen zoreti
rob

ruin

sell

satisfy

seize
select

sense

serve
settle
shame

sharpen
shorten
shoot
shrink

sign
signify

simplify

solve

stop
strengthen
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succeed
suggest

survive
suspect
sweeten

sympathise
taste
temp
tend

think
threaten

train
translate

treat
try

use

evaluate
nečimeren

vary

water
weaken

weigh
widen

wreck
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adjust
appreciate
brighten
broaden
change
deter svarilen
flatten

generalize
hard

inform
intensify
introduce
(en)large

lessen
lighten
loosen olajšati

observe opazujoč
obstruct ovirati
protect
quarrel prepirljiv
quieten

read
regret

straighten
suit

summarize zgoščen
talk

tighten
worsen
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